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In this paper, we design a target coverage algorithm through
distributed clustering mechanism, namely TCDC, for a direc
tional sensor network in an energy-efficient way. We prove that
this cluster head (CH) based solution yields better result for the
problem of maximum target coverage with minimum number
of sensing nodes. In this solution model, the computation
overheads for each sensor nodes have been transferred to the
CH, minimizing the energy consumption significantly; and, it
increases the scalability of the network.
The main challenge of our work is to design a distributed al
gorithm for selecting the cluster heads and ensure their proper
utilization in enhancing the target coverage in DSNs. Cluster
formation in directional sensors is very difficult because of
their limited field of views, working directions and line of sight
property. Cluster formation includes CHs and gateways (GWs)
selection which requires better technique that guarantees net
work connectivity so that the data of the target coverage should
be delivered to the sink properly. Since the sensing antenna
for target coverage is also directional, optimizing the active
sensing nodes and their sensing sectors, through minimizing
the sensing redundancy, is also very difficult.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

Abstract-Maximum target coverage with minimum number of
sensor nodes, known as MCMS problem, is an important problem
in Directional Sensor Networks (DSNs). Existing solutions allow
individual sensor nodes to determine the sensing direction for
maximum target coverage which causes sensing coverage re
dundancy as well as high energy consumption. Gathering nodes
into clusters might provide a better solution to this problem.
In this paper, we have designed distributed clustering and target
coverage algorithms to address the problem in an energy-efficient
way. Our extensive simulation study shows that our system
outperforms a number of state-of-the-art approaches.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A Directional Sensor Network (DSN) is composed of large
number of directional sensor devices that send sensed-event re
ports to a sink. Unlike omni-directional sensors, the directional
sensors have limited range of sensing and communication
angles. They promote sensing and communication qualities
by focusing transmission in one direction and thus enhance
the network performance by increasing the sensing quality
and reducing interference and fading. Therefore, there has
been great interests in using directional antennas on sensor
nodes to improve the network performances. Multimedia and
smart camera sensors [ 1] are widely used directional sensors
in surveillance and target tracking applications. The sensing
target coverage determines the percentage of targets from
which events are reported to the base station. For guaranteed
coverage and event reporting, the underlying mechanism must
ensure that all targets are covered by the sensors and the
resulting network is connected. Gathering nodes into clusters
might provide a solution to this problem in an energy-efficient
way.
Sensing coverage in directional sensor networks, has newly
taken attractions of the research community [2]- [6]. The
coverage difficulties of directional sensor networks include
the limited angle of view, working direction and line-of-sight
(LoS) properties. Three types of coverage problems have been
investigated in the literature: area coverage [2], [9], [ 10], target
coverage [3], [5] and barrier coverage [6]. Among those,
the target coverage is the most important application in the
domain.
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The novelty of this work lies in designing a CH-based
solution model to the problem of maximum target cover
age using minimum number of sensor nodes in directional
sensor networks.
The CH-based determination of sensing sectors, for each
TCDC active sensing nodes, decreases the computation
overhead of energy-constrained sensor devices.
The CH-based optimization of the number of active sens
ing nodes in TCDC minimizes the sensing redundancy
and maximizes the number of sleeping nodes in the
network.
The results of performance evaluations, carried out in
ns-3 [8], show the TCDC system achieves better perfor
mances compared to state-of-the-art protocols.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss on the state-of-the-art works on target
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and communication radius and the initial energy Eo. A sensor
node can be in active or sleeping state. When in sleeping state,
a sensor node periodically wakes up and communicates with
its cluster head to check the neighbour communication and
sensing coverage.
Each sensor has a unique sensing and communication
model. These sensor nodes have a set of sensing and commu
nication orientations or sectors. We can characterize a sensing
or communication sector using the following attributes:
• 8 (0 <8 <27T): the maximum sensing
and communi
cation
angle which is called field of view (FOV), as
shown in Fig. 1.
• Vi,j : the directional vector, which is the center line of the
sensing and communication sector.
• R: the maximum sensing RS and communication RC
radius, beyond which a sensor can not sense any target
and communicate with other nodes. Each sensor knows
the locations of the targets within its sensing range RS
and also the location of the neighbour sensor nodes within
its communication range RC•

coverage problems in DSNs and the section III presents the
network model and assumptions. In Section IV, we formulate
our proposed clustering, gateway selection and target coverage
algorithms for directional sensor networks. We carry out
performance evaluation of the studied algorithms in Section
V and conclude the paper in Section VI.
II.

RELATED

WORK

Sensing coverage is a fundamental problem and has aroused
great interest from industrial and academic community. The
primary research area relates to our work: target coverage
using distributed clustering in directional sensor network.
A number of target coverage algorithms have been proposed
in directional sensor networks. Ai et.al. [ 1] were among the
first to investigate the directional coverage problem. They
solve the problem of MCMS (Maximum Coverage with
Minimum Sensor) in terms of number of targets using two
algorithms CGA (Centralized Greedy Algorithm) and DGA
(Distributed Greedy Algorithm).
In DGA, all the sensor nodes gather information of the
current state and orientation in the network. Using the priority
calculated by the number of targets, a sensor node selects its
sensing sector. The use of priority centric periodic scheduling
of the sensor nodes incurs much overhead in the network and
decreases the network lifetime. As there is no coordinator, the
number of messages and information transmission increases,
causing high computational overhead.
Maximal Network Lifetime Scheduling Problem (MNLS)
addressed in this paper [4]. The author of this paper investi
gated a special target coverage problem where each target has
a required coverage quality. They consider that the distance
between the sensor and the target influences the coverage
quality of the target. They proposed two heuristic greedy
algorithms (MNLS-H and MNLS-H-T) for this problem. They
wanted to organize the directions into a non-disjoint cover sets
and one cover set activated at a time covering all the targets.
In [7], the authors proposed autonomous cluster algorithm
for forming cluster to achieve both connectivity and sufficient
coverage with directional sensor network. They use random
waiting timer in selecting the cluster head and gateway, which
in turn increases the communication and energy overheads.
Only a few papers consider the cluster formation in direc
tional sensor networks, but none of them utilize the cluster
head in order to have a solution of the MCMS problem.

8s

8c

(a) Sensing model
Fig. I.

(b) Communication model

The directional sensing and communication models

We also assume that each sensor node knows the location
of its neighbour. We adopt the following notations throughout
the paper:
• N: the set of sensor nodes in the network.
h sensor, 1 ::.; i ::.; N, Si EN
• S i: the it
• 111 s: the set of sensing sectors of a sensor device.
• 111 c: the set of communication sectors of a sensor device.
• E i: the residual energy of sensor Si EN.
• Eo: the initial energy of all sensors, \Ii, Si EN.
•
the set of neighbours in sector 8 of sensor S i EN.
•
the set of neighbours, that are members of other
cl�sters, in sector 8 of sensor S i EN.
• d( Si , Sj ): Euclidean distance between sensors S i and Sj .
•
S i : cluster head selection priority of S i in sector 8.
•
target coverage priority of S i in sector 8.
• GS
i : gateway selection priority of S i in sector 8.
•
the set of sensor nodes that belong to working
communication sector (wcs) of cluster head Sk.
•
the set of targets covered by a sensor S i under sector

i, :
nnfs�:

III. NETWORK MODEL
We assume a Directional Sensor Network (DSN) composed
of a large set of directional sensor nodes N to cover a set
of M targets in a two-dimensional plane. The sensors are
deployed with uniform random distribution. The DSN has a
sink node, to which all sensor devices send their sensed data
in multi hop fashion. Each sensor Si has a fixed and known
location (Xi , Yi), determined by GPS or any other localization
method. Each sensor device is uniquely indentified by its
ID. We also assume that all the directional sensor nodes are
homogeneous in terms of number of sensing sectors, sensing

CT Pi,s, :
CP,s
nkw, Pcss:
Ti,s:
Tithe
,s set of member sensor nodes of cluster head Sk
OOk:
including the cluster head itself.
8,
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Df: the working communication sector of sensor Si.
Dr the working sensing sector of sensor Si.

fJk: the active sensing node of cluster head Sk.
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TARGET

COVERAGE

CLU STERING

In this section, we present an energy-efficient solution to
the MCMS problem through distributed clustering mechanism
in DSNs. The proposed TCDC system exploits single hop
neighbourhood information only, where the CHs takes the
computation and communication overheads of solving MCMS
problem. Thus, its operation is fully distributed and it reduces
the overhead.

I:

3:
4:
5:
6:

In this phase, CHs and communication sectors for each
member sensor nodes are selected. At first, each sensor node
Si E N exchanges Neighbour Information (NI) message that
consists of its ( 1) ID, (2) cartesian location, (3) residual
energy and (4) the set of neighbour sensor nodes
in
each communication sector, s EWe. Then, each sensor node
calculates cluster head selection priority (CSP) for itself and
its neighbours following Eg. 1,

7:

Ei +W2 Inisl
Ni:nax
Eo
{1- d(Si,SINK) },

x

X

-

d max

N:nax=

13:
14:
16:

'

17:

max, { .�ax {max,(lnj,sl)},lni,sl} ;

\;fsEWe \;fJ,S:jEn;,8 sEW"

( 1)

18:

1;

20:

19:
21:

.max .�" {sEWe
max,(CSPi,s) \;fsEw"
max, {\;fj.SjEni,
max(CSPj,s)}}'
�

m

E

nf

13k{,ssector
) id of Si, where Sk ni,m }
m
then

E

+---

+---

send TC message to its CH
else

update the

NI and their priorities

end if

(Receive CM message) then
update the
and their priorities

else if

NI

else

m +--- {sector of Si having the highest priority}
send a CHF message to its neighbour
nf +--- m
collect TCI from mth sector
exit while loop
end if

22: end while

(2)

and, d max is the distance of sink node from the furthest node
deployed in the terrain. After that, each sensor node Si E N
checks the following condition:

\;fsEw"

(Si

I I:
12:

-.
-

where, WI, W2, W3 are weight factors and WI +W2 +W3 =
N;"ax is determined as follows,

if

9:
10:

15:

\:Is EWe

(rnaxI<S<TiCSPi,s > rnaxl<S<T;,SjErliCSPj,S)

or (Receive CHF or CM message) do
if (Receive CHF) then
k +--- {Receive CHF message from CH Sd
s +--- {CH active orientation}

8:

nis,

x

nj,s

2: while

A. Cluster Formation

WI

Cluster head selection, at each sensor Si
INPUT: Neighbour information (NI)
OUTPUT: Selection of CH and working sector of nodes
+--- {neighbour information of Sj in sth direction,
where Sj is neighbour of Sd

Algorithm 1

THROUGH DI STRIBUTED

•

(3)

Now, the following actions will be carried out by each
sensor node based on the outcome of the Eg. 3:
• Action I: If the Eg. 3 returns true for any node Si EN, it
declares itself as a CH, fixes its working communication
sector accordingly, and starts forming a cluster. This new
CH sends a Cluster Head Formation (CHF) message to
its neighbours that contains: ( 1) CH ID, (2) working
communication sector ID, and (3) the set of neighbours
in the working communication sector.
• Action II: When a sensor node Sj E
receives a
CHF message from Si, it checks whether it is in the
working communication sector of the new CH Si. If
yes, it selects its working communication sector facing
toward Si and sends a Target Coverage Information (TCI)
message to Si; it also broadcasts a Cluster Membership
(CM) message to its single hop neighbours. Otherwise, a
sensor node Sj updates CSP for itself and its neighbours
in all sectors following Eg. l. Note that the TCI message
consists of its: ( 1) ID, (2) CH ID, and (3) the set of
covered targets in each sector; also, the CM message
consists of: ( 1) sensor ID and (2) cluster ID.

Action III: When a sensor node receives a CM message,
it updates CSP for itself and its neighbours in all sectors
following Eg. l.

The pseudo-code of the cluster formation procedure is
presented in Algorithm 1. Its complexity is trivial, proportional
to the number of neighbours in all sectors of a node. An
illustrative example of cluster formation procedure is depicted
in Fig. 2. Suppose sensor A has the highest CSP among its
neighbours and it creates a cluster with member sensors B
and C. Similarly, sensor also creates a cluster with member
sensors F and G. But, sensor D has no free neighbours and
thus it creates a single node cluster.

E

nis,

D

(a) Before cluster formation
Fig. 2.
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into determining optimal sensing sectors for its member nodes
so that all targets can be covered by minimum number of
sensing nodes. A CH k computes a target coverage priority
(�CP� metric for all of its member nodes in CXk for all sensing
dIrectIOns S EWs as follows,

B. Gateway Selection

Once the clusters are formed, gateway nodes need to be
selected in order to communicate in between the nearby
clusters so that a network backbone is developed for data
communication toward the sink node. Each CH selects a sensor
node as its gateway to communicate with another cluster. A
sensor
can be a candidate gateway node of a CH k if
it can communicate directly with a nearby CH or through a
member of other cluster. A CH computes gateway selection
priority (GSP) for all candidate gateway nodes (in their all
communication sectors), as follows,

Si

S

Ei
Eo

ITis-l' \Is S
T;;wx
where,
and
are the weight factors for target coverage
prioritization and
Ti,s is the set of targets
covered by a sensor Si in sensing direction s, and T;;wx is the
.
maxImum
number of targets covered by any member sensor
node of CH S and it is determined as follows,
k i,SmaxE {sEmax(ITi81) .
Tmax
V i n,,�,WC8 W }
TCPi,

S

8

CI X

=

CI

-

+

C2 X

EW

-'
-

(6)

C2

CI

+

C2

=

1;

Ini�1
Ei
N
oSi SINK) inax
d
(
(4)
{ I 'dmax } , \Is
Note here that, for computing target coverage priority (TCP)
where
are weight factors and
of
member nodes, each CH exploits only local information Now, a CH S selects a sensor node Si as a gateway node
member
node's residual energy (Ei) and their target coverage
the node satisfies the following condition,
information (TCI), acquired during cluster formation.
Then, a CH Sk determines a sensing node Si and its
OS i, , ;Er;;::C8#
, i {���(OSPjs, )}, (5) working
\;I�'t,�)( P s) \;IjS
sensing sector that satisfies the following condition,
where,
is the set of sensor nodes that belong to working
i, , ;Er;;'�:C8#
{�*:(TCPj,s)},
communication sector (wcs) of cluster head S . Thus, a CH
i
,
\;I��s(TCP s) \;IjS
S selects the most optimal gateway node Si using single where,
is the working communication sector of CH
hop neighbourhood information and lightweight computations.
Sk.
Then the CH Sk sends a Sensing Sector Selection (SSS)
After that CH S broadcasts a Gateway Selection(GS) message
message to the selected member node Si so that the later can
in its working communication sector which is a two tuple
its sensing direction accordingly, as stated in line no. 14
message:
OW Id , OW Sector Id >. Note that the Eq. 4 setof Algorithm
In the meantime, the CH updates TCP, using
is a linear combination of three submatrics - energy, number
Eq.
for the updated set of member nodes,
and target
of neighbour nodes of other cluster, and distance to the sink
set Ti,8' as stated in line nos.
in Algorithm
Thus, our
node. Thus, in selecting a gateway node, the CH maximizes
OSPis,

WI x

IF

+

W2 X

k

' .-

-

=

8

EWe,

_

WI, W2, W3

WI

+

W2

k

+

W3

=

(7)

'

1.

if

and only if

�

nk,WC8

(8)

�

k

k

nk,wcs

k

<

2.

CXko

6,

7-13

the node's residual energy and number of neighbour nodes of
other cluster, and minimizes its distance to the sink node.
An example of gateway selection process is described below
using Figure 3. Suppose a sector of sensor F has the highest
GSP than other members of the CH
Therefore, the node
F is selected as the gateway for CH
However, the CH D
has no member sensor nodes that can be used as gateway; it
can directly communicate with the CH A using an appropriate
communication sector.

EE..

�, .,"
Fig. 3.

C

D. Futher Improvement and Rescheduling

•
,

2.

target coverage algorithm runs until CXk becomes null or all
the targets covered. After that, the CH sends a Sleep Message
(SM) to rest of the member sensor nodes that are neither
responsible for covering any target nor selected as gateway,
as stated in line nos. 16-23 of Algorithm 2, which helps to
prolong the network lifetime. As shown in Fig. 4, the sensing
sectors of the CH and the two member sensor nodes A and
B are determined to cover all the 5 targets, and the node
goes to sleep mode.

. B./i\
,: C i
.;:

The redundant sensing can be found within the members of
one cluster or neighbour clusters, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

/

- ; '\
·','c ·1

•

c'

*

An example of gateway node selection

" B',

*
*

**

C. Target Coverage

The novelty of our proposed TCDC system is to solve the
target coverage problem using the knowledge acquired by the
cluster heads. Each CH translates the target coverage problem

(a) Before sensing sector selection
Fig, 4.
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(b) After sensing sector selection

An example of sensing sector selection
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Target coverage algorithm, at each CH

5

k

V.

INPUT: Cluster member nodes and TCI.
OUTPUT: Active sensing nodes and their sensing sectors.
while
cJ 0 AND maxS.iEak,sE'J1.s Ti,s cJ 0) do
Select a Sensor 5i and its sector musing Eg. 8

(ak

A. Simulation Environment

We evaluate the performances of our proposed TCDC
system in ns-3 [8] and compare the results with ACDA [7] and
DGA [3]. The network configuration parameters are shown in
Table V-A. For each graph points, we run 10 simulations and
take the average of the results. We have used the following
values for the weight factors, WI
0.45, W2
0.35, W3
0.6 and C2
0.20, CI
0.4, determined through numerous
simulation runs for different network size, node density, and
initial node energy values as in [11].

I l

(3akk (3akk - 5i{ }
5j ak
+-

3:
4:

U

+-

E

for all

5:

for all

6:

s

m

do

E 111 S

do

Tj,s

8:

m
Update priority

nf

9:

+-

=

Tj,s - Tm,n

7:

=

+-

TePj,s

using Eg. 6

end for

10:

end for

12:

Send the SSS Message to the Sensor

5i

Parameters

13: end while

( Iak l >

0)

if

16:
17:

Simulation Area
Deployment Type
Number of Sensor Nodes
Number of Sectors
Number of Targets
Transmission Range
Sensing Range
Initial Energy of a Sensor Node

then

ak

5j E do
(5j is not a gateway node) then
CH sends a Sleep Message to 5j

for all

15:

end if

18:

end for

19:

INII,ICHFI,ITCII,ICMI
IGSI,ISSSI

20: end if

REth
Simulation Time

=

*-

*

(a) Intra-cluster duplicate coverage

.�

Value
1000m x 1000m
Uniform random
400
2�6
200
100m
50m
5 J
240b, 160b, 192b, 160b
160b, 160b
1 J
1000 Seconds

J) Impacts of number of sensor nodes: We measure the
performance metrics for varying number of directional sensor
nodes ranging from 200 to 1000, at an interval of 200 nodes,
the number of sectors is kept at 3 and the total number of
fixed targets is 200.
Figure 6(a) shows that our TCDC algorithm is capable to
significantly reduce the number of active sensing nodes for
covering a fixed number of targets compared to DGA and
ACDA, the performance gap increases with the number of
deployed sensor nodes and as much as 100% improvement has
been observed. This is the most important achievement of our
TCDC algorithm as target coverage algorithm is executed at
the CHs, not at individual sensor nodes. Moreover, due to du
plicate coverage problem solution, a substantial improvement
in terms of sensing coverage percentage has been achieved by
our TCDC system compared to DGA, as shown in Fig. 6(b).
Since ACDA solves the problem of area coverage, we do not
include it in measuring target coverage percentage.
The comparision of network lifetime offered by TCDC,
ACDA and DGA algorithms is shown in Figure 6(c). As
expected theoretically, the network lifetime linearly increases
with the number of additional sensors deployed in the network
and our TCDC system achieves better performance compared
to the ACDA and DGA algorithms.
2) Impacts of number of sectors: The number of active
sensor nodes is increased with the number of sectors, as
depicted in Fig. 7(a). However, in our TCDC algorithm, almost
25% less number of sensing nodes remains active compared

W hen the residual energy of a CH 5b REk becomes lower
than a predefined threshold value REfh' i. e. , REk < REfh'
then the CH collects N I from its members and elects a new
CH by executing Eg. 1 and Eg. 3. Similarly, the gateways and
the sensing nodes are rescheduled by the new CH.

1;

I

B. Simulation Result

The intra and inter cluster redundancy sensing coverage
can be solved with the help of CHs. Each CH has all the
information of the target coverage and hence can form a set of
those sensors having common targets in their sensing coverage.
CHs can take the responsibility of detecting particular sensors
from that set having lower TCP values so that their sensing
can be turned off without decreasing the total number of target
coverage. The inter cluster redundancy can be solved also from
the above procedure but the CHs need to communicate among
themselves in that case.

Fig. 5.

=

=

TABLE I
NETWORK CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

I I:

14: if

PERFORMAN CE EVALUATION

*
T4

:p

(b) Inter-cluster duplicate coverage

Redundant sensing coverage problem
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(a) Number of active sensing nodes

(c) Network lifetime

(b) Sensing coverage percentage
Impacts of number of sensing and communication sectors

to ACDA and DGA algorithm. This is happened for cluster
formation that helps the sensor nodes to be coordinated by the
CHs and CHs select the best cover set in solving the MCMS
problem. Similarly, the sensing coverage percentage in both
TCDC and DGA slightly decreases with the number of sensing
sectors, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The increasing number of
sectors decreases the number of targets covered by each sector,
i.e., the number of targets per sensor is decreased for the whole
network, which in turn decreases the probability that a target
will be covered by at least one sensor in the network. The
graphs also state that our TCDC algorithm performs better than
DGA despite of increasing number of sectors. Furthermore,
the network lifetime offered by TCDC is much higher than
the studied protocols, shown in Figure 7(c).
VI.
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